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OUR ROLE
CSHP will advocate on behalf of hospital pharmacists in a
timely manner.
CSHP will ensure organizational sustainability and
effectiveness.
CSHP will serve its members through improved
membership services.
CSHP will improve patient medication outcomes and
safety by advancing practice excellence.
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Summer greetings from your CSHP BC Branch
Council! The beginning of summer each year
marks a milestone for pharmacy students and
pharmacy residents as they graduate from
their respective programs. I would like to
congratulate the 2016 UBC Faculty of
Pharmaceutical Sciences pharmacy graduates
and BC Hospital Pharmacy Practice Residents
in completing their programs in May and June.
Residency Research Night, co-sponsored by
CSHP BC Branch, was held on May 19 2016 at
UBC which showcased all the hospital
pharmacy residents’ research work. It was a
fantastic event for pharmacy residents,
preceptors and hospital pharmacists alike.
Hospital pharmacy practice residencies can be
challenging, but are also very rewarding. I
would like to thank Tania Alia and Michael
DeGuzman who served as Co-Chief Residents
on BC Branch Council. I wish you and the
hospital pharmacy residency program
graduates all the best as you continue your
professional journey. I look forward to
personally congratulating the graduating
hospital pharmacy residents at Residency
Certificate Night in September. I would also
like to take this opportunity to welcome Jarred
Kelly and Mitch Prasad as the incoming 2016-

2017 BC Chief Residents. We look forward to
having your join our council and working with
the incoming hospital pharmacy residency
class.
BC Branch Council has been very busy during
the summer months. Our council held its first
ever strategic planning session to determine
how we will achieve the goals set out in our
branch strategic plan. It was a very productive
evening of discussion and brainstorming and
one theme that emerged out of the strategic
session was increasing benefits to CSHP
members. There are several initiatives that are
being developed as a result of our strategic
planning session to provide more benefits for
being a CSHP member. Stay tuned for
announcements of these initiatives as they are
finalized! As well, BC Branch has put a
renewed focus on use of social media to keep
our members up-to-date on CSHP events and
news. BC Branch Council has also put
resources into updating our website, making it
more interactive and social media friendly.
Watch for the new website launch in the
coming months! As well, BC Branch Council
and the Student Membership Coordinators
have approved resources to further engage
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Did you know that we have
Pharmacy
Practice Residency Awards this year?!
Check out page 8 for more details and
upcoming award deadlines!

Connect with CSHP BC Branch
www.facebook.com/cshpbc

@CSHPBCBranch
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Message from the President
undergraduate UBC pharmacy students with a
new Student Practice Advancement Series of
workshops. Finally, BC Branch Council is
discussing ways we can support hospital
pharmacy residents during their residency year.
CSHP Official is also developing the next national
professional initiative, the CARE (Clinical
Advancement of RPh Excellence) project. Arden
Barry is the BC representative for this national
professional initiative and further details will be
released later this year.

President Elect

As always, don’t hesitate to contact me or a
Branch Council member with your ideas or
questions.
Respectfully submitted,

CSHP Official is also recruiting a new trustee for
its CSHP Foundation. The trustee will be involved
with shaping how the CSHP Foundation functions,
allocating funds and defining criteria for awards.
More details are available on the CSHP
Foundation website at: http://cshpfoundation.ca/

I hope you are all enjoying the summer!
As
President-elect, I have had the opportunity to observe
Doson and the rest of the CSHP BC Branch council in
action over the past several months. Your council
certainly works hard to advocate for you and provides
you with the most up-to-date continuing education
opportunities.
As the representative on the Antimicrobial
Stewardship and Resistance Committee on the
Association
of
Medical
Microbiology
and
Infectious Disease Canada for CSHP, we are currently
working on developing an educational tool kit for
asymptomatic bacteriuria for health care providers
and business case template for antimicrobial
stewardship.

Doson Chua
President, CSHP BC Branch
president@cshp-bc.com

BC Branch Council continues to work through the
summer to bring excellent pharmacy educational
events to hospital pharmacists in the province.
Our physical assessment program is still going
strong and has now expanded to include a course
offering in Victoria! As well, our next event is the
Clinical Symposium held on Sept 15 2016 and our
Annual General Meeting is around the corner on
Nov 18 and 19 2016. I would like to express my
gratitude to Marianna Leung (Awards Chair),
Karen Ng (Programs Chair) and the Programs
Committee for their tireless work in organizing
such excellent continuing education events for
hospital pharmacists! I would also like to thank
the College of Pharmacists of BC for their
continued support of the CSHP BC Branch Physical
Assessment Program, which is the first of its kind
in Canada.
Lastly, it is that time of year again when we begin
looking for people who would like to join BC
Branch Council as a council member. There are
several positions whose term will be completed
shortly and we welcome anyone who is
interested to apply or speak to one of our council
members. The positions which will be open for
nominations soon are located on our branch
website at: http://www.cshp-bc.com/council/
council.html
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I also had the pleasure of representing CSHP Official
on the Canadian Roundtable on Antimicrobial
Stewardship in Toronto, ON from June 16 to 17,
2016.
This was a meeting organized by
HealthCareCAN, the national voice of healthcare
organizations and hospitals across Canada, and the
National Collaborating Centre for Infectious Diseases.

CSHP-BC Branch Strategic Planning Session

Welcome BC-Branch Council Members!
Co-Chief Residents . . . . . . . . . . . Jarred Kelly &

Antimicrobial stewardship is being recognized as a
public policy priority by the federal government, and
there is a need to promote good prescribing practices
to preserve the effectiveness of antimicrobials for
future generations. The purpose of this meeting was
to start developing a multi-sectoral Antimicrobial
Stewardship Action Plan for Canada spanning hospital,
healthcare, and community settings. The Roundtable
aimed to build consensus among clinicians, policy
experts, and public health leaders on strategies and
policies that are achievable and likely to impact
antimicrobial trends in Canada. Based on these
discussions, HealthCareCAN will be drafting a report
on the action steps, so stay tuned.
Respectfully submitted,

Mitch Prasad
Interior
Chapter
Chair . .on. the
. . .BC-Branch
. . .WilliamCouncil!
Nevers
Thank you
for serving

Co-Chief Residents (out-going). . . . .Tania Alia &
Michael DeGuzman
Interior Chapter Chair (out-going).Matt Swankhuizen

Tim T.Y. Lau
President Elect, CSHP BC Branch
presidentelect@cshp-bc.com
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College of Pharmacists of BCC
College's 125th Anniversary Event:
The Future of Pharmacy
The College is celebrating its 125th
Anniversary this year and is hosting a
full-day event in Kelowna, BC on Saturday,
September 17, 2016 to mark the occasion.
The College expects the day’s presentations
to provide up to five hours of accredited
learning for pharmacists and pharmacy
technicians. And it’s free for pharmacy
professionals in BC. Attend in-person, or
through the event livestream with a Webcast
Pass.
Register at: https://125.bccollege.pharmacy

College Consultation on Pharmacist
Prescribing
The College is wrapping up its consultation on
pharmacist prescribing. Stakeholders
engaged in the process included patients,
pharmacy professionals, prescribers such as
physicians and others. The College met with
many groups in-person and also provided the
opportunity to contribute input online. The
online survey, which closed on July 15,
received over 1500 responses. The College
will analyze the feedback provided, and
prepare a report on the results of the
engagement. You can learn more about the
Certified Pharmacist Prescriber Draft
Framework, and the engagement process at:
http://www.bcpharmacists.org/certifiedpharmacist-prescriber.

Medical Assistance in Dying Update
The College has updated the Health Professions
Act (HPA) Bylaws to reflect federal legislation
on medical assistance in dying (MAID) that
passed on June 17, 2016. Prior to the
enactment of Bill C-14, the College had worked
with the Ministry of Health to ensure there was
a provincial framework on MAID for physicians
and pharmacists, which included updated
bylaws and changes to the Code of Ethics that
addressed the right of conscientious objection.
As Bill C-14 was approved with amendments,
the College has recently made additional
changes to the HPA bylaws, specifically the
standards, limits and conditions for MAID, to
include nurse practitioners and other health
care professionals.
The federal and provincial frameworks also
recognizes the role of other health care
professionals in the MAID process, such as
pharmacy technicians. Under the updated HPA
Bylaws, pharmacists are now authorized to
delegate preparation duties to a pharmacy
technician for the purposes of MAID;
dispensing remains limited to pharmacists.

Health Canada No Longer Requires
Pre-Authorization for Destruction of
Narcotics and Controlled Drugs
Health Canada no longer requires pharmacies to
request and receive pre-authorization for local
destruction of unserviceable narcotics and
controlled drugs. This change is effective
immediately and means that pharmacists may
proceed with destruction without notifying and
receiving acknowledgment from Health Canada in
advance.
All other requirements, including documentation,
remain in place. The College will be updating its
related policies, bylaws and forms to reflect this
change. Pharmacists can immediately begin to
proceed with the destruction of narcotics and
controlled drugs without pre-authorization. More
on this at: http://www.bcpharmacists.org/news/
health-canada-no-longer-requires-pre-authorization
-destruction-narcotics-and-controlled-drugs.

Pharmacists who choose to participate in the
MAID process can find the requirements,
guidelines and other resources on the College’s
website here: http://www.bcpharmacists.org/
medical-assistance-dying.

Anar Dossa
Vice-Chair
College of Pharmacists of BC
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BC Branch Official Delegate
Warm summer greetings to one and all. Hope
you are all having a fabulous summer and
enjoying the longer days and the milder
temperatures! I am pleased to provide you with
a few updates from CSHP Official (formerly
known as National). The change in title from
CSHP National to CSHP Official more accurately
represents the organization’s relationship with
its Branches.
Since the Summer Educational Sessions (SES)
have sunsetted, CSHP Official’s AGM will be held
in conjunction with Branch events. As such, the
2016 CSHP Official AGM will be held together
with the Saskatchewan Branch AGM in Regina
on October 22nd, 2016. Should you be in the
neighbourhood or have the opportunity to
attend, I am confident that you would enjoy the
networking and educational opportunities, not
to mention attending two exciting AGMs! :) It
has been my privilege to serve as the BC Branch
Official Delegate over the past 3 years. Please
feel free to let me know if you are interested in
running for this position and I would be happy to
provide you with more details.

Finally, it gives me great pleasure to
congratulate two of our highly accomplished
CSHP-BC Branch members on their exciting new
appointments: Dr. Steve Shalansky is now the
new Editor of the Canadian Journal of Hospital
Pharmacy (CJHP). We would like to sincerely
thank Dr. Mary Ensom for her many years of
exemplary contributions to CJHP and insightful
leadership as its Editor. Dr. Arden Barry has
been appointed as CSHP Official’s 2016-2017
Executive Mentee. Arden is also our CSHP-BC
Branch representative on the Excellence in
Hospital Pharmacy Project Steering Committee
(formerly known as the CARE
initiative). Congratulations, Steve and Arden!
Best Wishes,

Shirin Abadi
CSHP-BC Branch Official Delegate

Membership
Thank you to all our members and supporters
who have renewed their membership for the
2016/2017 year! The membership year starts
July 1, 2016. If you haven’t already done so,
don’t forget to renew your membership to
continue to take advantage of the great benefits
of CSHP membership. You may have noticed a
5% increase in your membership fees this year.
This national fee increase is due to multiple
factors including increased cost of centralized
accounting services for branches, the rise in
consumer price index, and a decline in corporate
sponsors.
Our current membership numbers are growing,
and we have more members than this time last
year! Our strength is in our numbers, so reach
out to your colleagues and inform them about

Did Someone Encourage You to Join
CSHP?
If so, we will send them a coupon if you provide
their name on the ‘referral’ line in your
application. Those who make a referral receive
$10 for encouraging members and supporters to
join and $5 for referring pharmacy residents and
students. Coupons can be used for publications,
continuing education programs or membership
fees. Did you know CSHP BC Branch has a
Recruitment Award to recognize outstanding
recruitment efforts? The member who signs up
the most new active members wins a $150
recruitment award (or $50 for the student
supporter award).

Benefits of CSHP Membership:
 Opportunities to participate in advocacy
campaigns to advance practice
 Be eligible for numerous awards and grants at
the Branch and National levels (over 20!)

the benefits of joining CSHP!
Please contact me at members@cshp-bc.com for
any membership related questions or concerns, or
if you have any ideas on how we can help you get
more out of your CSHP membership. I’m looking
forward to hearing from you!

 Attend quality,
education events

accredited

continuing

 Connect with pharmacists in your practice
area and exchange ideas on the Pharmacy
Specialty Network (PSN)
 Access exclusive partner discount
programs, including liability insurance, home
and automobile insurance plans, car and hotel
rental discounts, gift baskets and flowers
discounts
 Annual subscription to the Canadian Journal
of Hospital Pharmacy

France Carriere
Membership Chairperson
CSHP BC Branch
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Northern Chapter
There will also be a CE – accredited fall event this
year spread over two lunch hours (September 29th
and October 6th) also available via Skype for
Business link.
The Topics will be Pediatric
Resipiratory Issues – RSV, croup, pneumonias (Julie
Gagnon) and Acute Coronary Syndrome (Amy
Nunley).
Northern Health is reimbursing 50% of pharmacist
CSHP memberships as a pilot project for the
2016/17 year! This is great to see our health
authority being so supportive of this organization!

Jennifer Hawkes
Northern Chapter Chairperson

The Northern Chapter held its annual
Spring CE Event on June 9, 2016. It was well
attended with 20 participants – 30% of those
being pharmacy technicians. It was the first
time this event has been broadcast over Skype
for Business, enabling anyone to access the
webinar over the internet, so there were
attendees from other chapters and students.
Hopefully the BC Branch, as well as other
chapters will follow suit so that events can be
“virtually attended” by anyone with internet
access.
There was a great variety in topics presented by
a panel of our very own northern experts. The
first presentation was a review on Opiates in
Chronic Pain given by the dynamic northern
duo of Rachelle Miller and Aron Nenninger;
representing pharmacists from both the
northeast and the northwest regions. Rachelle
and Aron reminded us that a good response for
someone in pain is a reduction from 9/10 to
5-6/10, secondly there is no data looking at
opiate use for longer than 1 year and the
evidence that suggests that risk of overdose
increased in opiate doses greater than 50 mg of
morphine a day has led the BC College of

Physicians to limit the prescribing of opiates to
90 mg of morphine equivalents daily (equal to
only 11 tablets of acetaminophen with codeine
30 mg (T#3) daily).
The second presentation was on updates with
HIV and Hepatitis C Treatments and Resistance
presented by Jennifer Hawkes.
HIV and
Hepatitis C treatments have seen many
advances in simplicity (single once-daily fixeddose combination tablets, less side effects and
high cure rates for Hepatitis C). There is even a
pangenotypic (Hep C genotypes 1-6) single
tablet with sofosbuvir/velpatasvir just approved
by Health Canada on July 11, 2016; with
“second generation” direct acting antivirals on
the way in the coming years.
The third presentation was given by Mikolaj
Piekarski on the new targeted chemotherapy
drugs that stabilize the disease and can keep
certain cancers “controlled” for years. One
example was imatinib for CML - but keep in
mind that common side effects such as rash
may need to be treated differently and the
online document “Common Adverse Effects of
Targeted Therapy” should be referred to.

Take advantage of our exclusive member
benefits:

 Competitively-priced professional malpractice,
liability, home and auto insurance

 Discounted rates for continuing education
events and webinars

 Complimentary subscription to Canadian
Journal of Hospital Pharmacy (CJHP)

 Eligibility for CSHP research grants and awards
 Complimentary subscriptions to Pharmacy
Specialty Networks

 CSHP weekly electronic bulletins
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The Programs Committee is planning two exciting educational events for the Fall of
2016! As always, we have an excellent line-up of knowledgeable and engaging speakers.
Come learn about updates on topical pharmacy issues and earn accredited continuing
education credits.

2016 SPONSORS
Major Benefactors ( > $3500 )
Astellas
College of Pharmacists of British Columbia
Fresenius-Kabi
Merck

LEO Pharma

Mylan

Pfizer

Pendopharm

Sandoz

SteriMax

.........................................

Patrons ( $1000 — 1999 )
Apotex

Omega Laboratories

.........................................

Sponsors ( $500 — $999 )

UPCOMING EVENTS
Clinical Symposium 2016 | Italian Cultural Centre, Vancouver, BC | Thurs. Sept. 15, 2016
Reconnect and network with your pharmacy colleagues over a delicious buffet dinner, and enjoy an
all-star line-up of presentations as we return to the ever-popular Italian Cultural Centre. Parking is
free and transit is convenient via the skytrain (Renfrew station). This program will feature the
following exceptional speakers and topics:
Dr. Sue Corrigan, BSc(Pharm), ACPR, PharmD
Clinical Pharmacy Specialist – Mental Health
Surrey Memorial Hospital, Lower Mainland Pharmacy Services
Blue’s Clues – An Update on Antidepressants

Sunovion
For additional fundraising opportunities or questions,
please contact Cesilia at fundraising@cshp-bc.com.

CSHP-BC Branch Social Event 2016 | 6 Degrees Eatery,
Vancouver, BC | Sat. Nov. 19, 2016

Katherine Lepik, BSc(Pharm), MSc(Epidemiology)
Research Coordinator – BC Centre for Excellence in HIV/AIDS Pharmacovigilance
St. Paul’s Hospital Ambulatory Pharmacy
HIV Therapy Update: Progress, Pitfalls and Pearls
Dr. Melanie Carter, BSc(Pharm), ACPR, PharmD
Clinical Pharmacy Specialist – Cardiology
Kelowna General Hospital – Interior Health
Up and Over the Hurdles: Challenges and Controversies in Cardiology
Ticket sales start Monday, August 15th, exclusively online at:
https://clinicalsymposium2016.eventbrite.ca

In very exciting news, we will be hosting an inaugural BC Branch
social event immediately following the AGM, at a relaxed, friendly
and modern eatery across the street from the Westin Bayshore.
As a reward for our dedicated CSHP members, admission will be
free for CSHP members, so drop in and mingle with your
pharmacy colleagues and enjoy a great time over delicious food
and drinks!
We are committed to delivering quality educational events, and
we value your feedback! We look forward to seeing you at all of
this year’s upcoming events. If you have ideas for topics and
speakers for future events, please contact Karen Ng at
programs@cshp-bc.com.

Get your tickets now before the early bird registration deadline of Thursday, September 8th!

Annual General Meeting 2016 | Westin Bayshore Hotel Conference Centre, Vancouver, BC
Fri & Sat. Nov.18 & 19, 2016
Mark your calendars! Our branch’s largest event of the year will take place at the Westin Bayshore
Hotel in the heart of beautiful Coal Harbour. The event will combine with the College of Pharmacists
of BC and feature an excellent line-up of educational sessions, a satellite symposium, manufacturer
exhibits, research posters, networking opportunities, and the CSHP-BC Branch business meeting. Our
featured presentations will cover a diverse array of topics including infectious diseases, pediatric
neurology, pharmacy practice innovation, clinical trial headliners, and immunizations. Stay tuned for
details!
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Cesilia Nishi
Fundraising Chair 2015,
CSHP-BC Branch

Karen Ng
Programs Chair 2016,
CSHP-BC Branch
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Greetings from the Interior! I am happy to
announce that I have taken over as Interior
Chapter Chair from Matthew Swankhuizen;
thank you Matt for all of your hard work
and dedication to the Interior Chapter. I
am excited to give back to CSHP and look
forward to working with the other
Chapters. We are in the middle of planning
our fall update and hope to organize
presentations on changes and
advancements in pharmacy such as
pharmacist prescribing and physical
assessment for pharmacists.
Happy
summer everyone!

William Nevers
Interior Chapter Chair

Awards Committee Update
1. Awards Announcement:
I would like to congratulate:
a)
Mr. Jason Tan, for
winning the Pharm D
Award. This award is
given to the individual
who has achieved the
highest
academic
standing in Pharmacy
501.
b)

the winners of the
Pharmacy Awareness Month Awards :

Large Hospital PAM Award: Surrey Memorial
Hospital Pharmacy and Neonatal &
Pediatric Pharmacy – submitted by
Mr. Ray Jang and Ms. Brandi Newby
The Surrey Memorial Hospital Pharmacy Staff
promoted the role of pharmacists,
technicians, and assistants in our hospital and
our local community by:
1. Handing out promotional material in the
hospital at a PAM Booth in a main public
hallway. The promotional material included
CSHP’s Pharmacy Awareness brochure,
CSHP’s “I love Pharmacy” pins, and lanyards

printed with “SMH Pharmacy – I love
Pharmacy”. Pens printed with “Neonatal &
Pediatric Pharmacy – Pharmacy Awareness
week 2016” were also handed out by Neonatal
& Pediatric (N&P) Pharmacy staff.
2. Two SMH pharmacists (Nadeem Zia and
Priya Khullar) and one SMH technician
(Rapinder Chahal) arranged to be interviewed
on Feb 25 with a South Asian talk show host on
Harpreet Singh’s “Let’s Talk” Show which was
aired on Joy TV to raise awareness for Pharmacy
Awareness Month. The content focused on
medication safety and how pharmacy staff
contribute positively to patient health
outcomes.
3. Nadeem, Priya and Rapinder were also interviewed on a local radio station (Red FM) on
the topic of pharmacy practice during PAM on
the Mr. Harjinder Thind Show and it aired
onMar 3 at 10:30 AM.
4. Nadeem, Atamjit Bassi (technician), Ramin
Pournaghibi (pharmacist), Cloe Boton
(technician), Sandi Plato (assistant), and
Ramandjit Dhamji (technician) attended the
Pakistani Day Celebration on Mar 26 at the Taj
Park Convention Centre and were invited on
th

rd

th

VISION 2018:

stage to represent Surrey Memorial Hospital
Pharmacy. Ramin and Nadeem spoke about the
clinical work pharmacists conduct on the ward
and reminded the audience about the
importance of pharmacy services in the
hospital.
5. Pharmacy staff coordinated wearing
Pharmacy themed clothing as well as the CSHP “I
love Pharmacy” pins
6. An article to an on-line staff newsletter
(FraserHealth “The Beat”) promoting the value
of pharmacy was blasted to over 2000
healthcare workers on Mar 21st. The article
focused on the Pharmacists involvement in
patient care, and promoting the newly
recognized profession of Technicians in BC.
7.
A week earlier in the same electronic
newsletter, Jennifer Day (Clinical Pharmacist)
was highlighted as a profession for Pharmacy
Awareness Month on Mar 15 .
8.
The Pharmacy Department provided three
Pharmacy Awareness Draw Prizes to nonPharmacy staff members who correctly
answered a pharmacy specific quiz and
crossword puzzle.
9.
A Pharmacy Department celebration
potluck (with door prizes) was hosted on April 1
to commemorate another successful PAM.
th
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Awards (continued)
10. Cloe Boton (pharmacy technician) hosted
an event with volunteers to speak about the
role of pharmacy technicians to young
volunteers in the hospital, and promoted the
profession of pharmacy as a career.
11. The SMH N&P Pharmacy also gave away
pharmacy prizes to nursing staff for winning
games such as a “Who am I?” pharmacist
picture matching game, guess the number of
candies in a jar game, and trivia questions.
12. The SMH N&P Pharmacy baked and
served a cake to the staff in the nearby
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit and Pediatric
wards to promote pharmacy awareness.
13. A rap created by Derrick Opong that was
shared within the pharmacy: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JaFJqUqGsE
The above activities were well received by
both the public and health care team
members.
Medium Hospital PAM Award: BC Cancer
Agency Pharmacy, Vancouver Centre –
submitted by Dr. Shirin Abadi
The Pharmacy Awareness Month (PAM)
campaign at the BC Cancer Agency (BCCA) in
Vancouver was a great success. It attracted a
lot of attention to the roles of pharmacists,
pharmacy technicians and pharmacy
assistants, while highlighting pharmacy’s
positive impact on improving patient health
outcomes, improving patient safety and
reducing healthcare costs.
The BCCA-Vancouver Centre PAM table was
set up in the main lobby and included a
colourful display.
Thirty pharmacy staff
members volunteered during their lunch
breaks to celebrate PAM and to increase
awareness about their roles and
responsibilities in a variety of areas including
clinical practice in ambulatory care and
inpatient settings, distribution and
chemotherapy services, outpatient cancer
therapy counseling services, special access
and compassionate access programs, and
more. The staff engaged PAM attendees in
discussions about pharmacy’s contributions to
collaborative patient care. They also invited
the participants to take part in fun trivia
games about drug therapy.
We had an active Twitter campaign and
educational sessions during PAM to highlight
the great work of pharmacists, pharmacy
technicians and pharmacy assistants. Our
staff is highly motivated and energized to

promote the difference that they make in
patients’ lives, not just during PAM, but
every day! :)
Small Hospital PAM Award: Ridge Meadows
Hospital Pharmacy – submitted by
Ms. Phuong Hoang
This year we celebrated PAM on Mar 8 - 9th
with a Pharmacy Awareness Booth situated
in a high traffic hallway in front of the
Hospital's cafeteria and during high volume
times. The booth was a great success and
attracted both patients’ and their families
and many Hospital staff. We had a
Pharmacist make "RX" cookies, gave away "I
heart Pharmacy" buttons and chocolates.
Cookies were given to people who could
answer pharmacy related skill testing
questions that were on our pharmacy board.
Our pharmacy board also had the CSHP
Pharmacy Awareness Month poster, and an
"I Spy" picture submitted by a Pharmacist
where people had to search for pharmacy
related items in the picture. We also had
various worksheets for staff and patients to
complete; each completed worksheet was
submitted for a prize draw. The worksheets
included "What does it take for a medication
to arrive from pharmacy?", interpretation of
unsafe orders, Pharmacy word search and
cross word puzzle.
The Pharmacy booth was manned by both
pharmacists and technicians. Pharmacy
Awareness Month was also featured on the
front page of the Ridge Meadows Newsletter
for the month of March!

2. Upcoming Award Deadlines
There will be FOUR Pharmacy Practice
Residency Awards this year!! 2015-16
residents…don’t miss out your chance to win
a beautiful memento engraved with your
name and $1000 cash!
The Publication Award deadline is also due
the same time! Please submit your blinded
manuscript by August 31 . For more details
and the application forms, check out the
following link: http://www.cshp-bc.com/
awards/awards.html
Also, start putting your thinking cap on….Do
you know an aspiring colleague who has
endless passion/enthusiasm towards the
profession and has already made an
impressive contribution within a short time

in pharmacy? Consider nominating this
individual for the New Hospital Pharmacy
Practitioner Award – deadline also August
31st!
We have all worked with exceptional and
inspiring colleagues who have mentored us
along the way…. Consider nominating a
worthy colleague for the Mentorship,
Meritorious or Distinguished Service Award –
deadline September 30 . See the award
details in the table below.
For more information about some of these
awards:
• Click the link https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=1FtmHH0pBNk or
th

• Visit our website at http://cshp-bc.com/
awards/awards.html

3. CSHP-BC Awards Committee:
Volunteer Opportunities
Volunteering on the BC-Branch CSHP Awards
Committee is an excellent way to get involved
with CSHP and to learn more about the
initiatives of your colleagues!
We are in need of volunteer judges over the
next 2-3 months for judging the
a) Pharmacy Practice Residency Award
b) Ontario Branch Literacy submissions
This is a great opportunity to volunteer your
time and at the same time you will learn more
about research completed by your colleagues
in Ontario and the hospital pharmacy
residents around BC. Each judge is asked to
review 2 papers and rate them using a set
criteria. You will get about a month to review
the papers…. To volunteer or find out more,
please email me at awards@cshp-bc.com!
Respectfully submitted,

st
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Awards (continued)
We are seeking applications and nominations for the following CSHP BC Branch Awards:
Award

Nomination Deadline
Award Description

Pharmacy Practice Residency Awards – FOUR awards this year!
To recognize excellence in hospital pharmacy residency projects

August 31
An engraved memento and a cash prize of $1000 for each winner

Publication Awards: Original Research and Review Article
To recognize excellence in pharmacy publication

August 31
A plaque(s) and a single cash prize of $250 to the authors who are
CSHP members for each category

New Hospital Pharmacy Practitioner Award
To recognize significant contributions to the profession within 5 years of
pharmacy practice.

August 31
A plaque and a cash prize of $500

Maria Machado Memorial Education Program Award
To recognize initiatives in patient counselling and/or an education
program by a hospital pharmacy department.

September 30
A certificate and a cash prize of $250

Distinguished Service Award
To recognize outstanding achievements and long term service to the practice
of hospital pharmacy.

September 30
Option 1) A plaque, a cash prize of $1500, and a $500 donation
to the CSHP Research and Education Foundation made in honour
of the winner
Option 2) A plaque, a travel award of $500 towards an out-oftown CSHP event, a lifetime complimentary registration to any
local CSHP-BC event, and a $500 donation to the CSHP Research
and Education Foundation made in honour of the winner

Mentorship Award
To recognize significant contributions to the profession of pharmacy through
teaching or mentorship in hospital practice.

September 30
A plaque and a cash prize of $300

Meritorious Service Award
To recognize exceptional contributions to CSHP - BC Branch and
Chapters through voluntary services and activities.

September 30
A plaque and a cash prize of $500

Recruitment Awards
To recognize outstanding recruitment efforts for CSHP - BC Branch.

October 31
A certificate and a cash prize of $150 for recruiter of Active
Members (excluding Students) or $50 for recruiter of
Student Supporters

A few of the graduating 2015-16 Hospital Pharmacy Residents
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